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As soon as you open your mind to do
things differently, the doors of

opportunity practically fly off their
hinges. 

— Jay Abraham
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Introduction
Welcome!  The information and strategies in this book will change your life but

only if you apply what you learn. This will require diligence on your part and

most importantly, a good support system.

We've gone to great lengths to provide this for you in our closed Facebook 

group  where you will �nd skilled coaches and a community of individuals eager

to help you. 

Many of our group members have been where you are and can share their

experience. They can also give you moral support with where you are now and

the important steps ahead.

Even if you're just thinking about the idea of a business, you do not want to do

this alone!  

Join our Facebook  group here . The most important aspect of our Facebook 

group is the opportunity to get help with the book strategies and exercises.

Proactive communication on your part is essential. Important: if you hide out

and just observe passively, very little will

change.

On the other hand if you introduce yourself

and share where you're at and where you

could use help, you'll be amazed at the level

of support and resources available to you.  
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Introduction

Who Is Howard Sambol ?

Are you thinking who is this guy Howard Sambol  and why should I pay attention

to what he says? Good question! 

For starters, I made a major career change from Education (teaching

Mathematics) to the �eld of personal growth and business development. I

struggled for some time and did not have a clue how to get clients or make

money. When I began my business in the early 1980's, career change was

unknown and there was no internet or mobile devices. Most people didn't own a

computer! 

Yet, I persisted and was open to learning and growing on every level. I studied

with mentors, coaches and invested in myself. As a result, today I have a

successful business working with people all over the world and I'm supporting

others like you who want to follow this same course.

Over the past 30+ years, I've developed the comprehensive Life Crafting  system

and toolkit that has empowered many people to craft their ideal business and

make money doing what they LOVE. Being a systems oriented person and also

intuitive and creative, I discovered a way to assemble all the puzzle pieces so

they all work together.   

Life Crafting Core Principle:
Your chain is only as strong as the weakest link

If you don't know what's weak or broken you

cannot �x it so you're destined to continue in

the same way getting the same results.  In

these cases, taking classes, getting another

degree or certi�cate will be a temporary

bandaid, at best.
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